
Creativity Camps



Little Hands Design is a charity 

teaching the next generation of designers, 

consumers and decision makers about 

what sustainable fashion is and how to  

do it! Providing practical, hands-on and   

fun-packed sessions. 

Little Hands  
Design

Sustainable Fashion Design

Hello!
Give a big  
hand to...Introduction

What are the Creativity Camps?
 Throughout August, young people aged 8-14 came together at Alexandra 

Palace for a series of Creativity Camps called From the Streets to speak out 

about environmental issues and concerns. Each week the young people 

heard from climate activist Michalle Meola about the problems facing the 

planet and what small things they could do to make a big difference to the 

environment. Using a range of historically ‘urban artforms’ in the fields of 

street art, street fashion and design, spoken word and street dance, the young 

people made original artwork in Alexandra Palace’s beautiful park.  

Hence the title From the Streets!

Welcome to Creativity Camps... ONLINE! 

With daily opportunities for young people to learn new skills, hone old ones 

and get creative.  Each day we’ll release another film and/or 

information pack from the artist who took part over the summer. ,

So this is your chance to get involved!



Upcycling clothes Making sketchbooks Catwalk modelling

SUSTAINABLE MASK MAKING with Little Hands Design
Creativity Camps

Over the summer, Little Hands worked with budding designers on creating their own 

sustainable fashion label, as well as...



Before we begin

Lets press play to

start watching 
the video!

Great!Today you will be making a face mask. 

 Let’s watch a quick video to help get you started.

I'm excited!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtIyGsjLryI&feature=youtu.be


Face Mask Pattern
You will need to cut out 4 pieces of fabric using this pattern 

to begin making your face mask.

Print this page and 
then Carefully cut 
around this line.

This is the  

pattern you will  

need to cut  

out your fabric!

Take care cutting!



ACTIVITY WORKSHEET with Little Hands Design
Making a mask

Before we start 
             you will need...

• Cotton fabric for 4 face pieces  

(you could use an old tea towel or a t-shirt)

• Hair elastics or approx 60 cm of elastic band

• Self-adhesive tape

• A square of non-woven fabric from a  

vacuum bag cut to 6 cm x 6 cm.

• Scissors, Pins and Pencil

• Sewing machine or needle and thread

• Optional - pipe cleaner

Now... are you ready 

to start making!

Stay safe  
out there!

What you need?

This mask does not 

replace a surgical mask! 

Remember



Step by step guide

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Tip...

Step 4

Cut out 4 pieces of fabric using the 
face pattern. Two pieces will form  

the inside and two pieces will go on 
the outside.

Take the two outside pieces,  
place the right sides together and  

pin and sew along the curved edge. 

Now take the two pieces for the  
inside and pin and sew the curved 
edge making sure to leave a gap  

in the middle about 5cm 
for the filter.

Through the gap in the  
middle you will be able to insert 

your removable filter pieces.

Now place your iner and outer fabrics  
on top of each other. Then you are 

ready Pin and sew your pieces 
 together!

You could use different colour  

fabric for the inside.

Take care using scissors!

Got it!

I can see a mask 

taking shape!

and sewing!



Step by step guide
Step 5

Step 6

Tip...

Step 8

Remember

Cut each corner without  
cutting into the seams.

Turn your mask inside out  
and gently push out the  

corners with a pencil.

You may want to add a pipe cleaner to  
the part which sits on the bridge of your 

nose for a better fit. Insert the pipe cleaner  
then sew a line carefully next to, not on  

top of, the pipe cleaner

Attach self-adhesive tape to  
create a seal, and remember  

to add your filter.

Regularly replace the filter or 
wash it in at least 70% alcoholic 

solution. You can wash the rest of 
your mask in hot soapy water!

Fantastic Masks

Will do!

What fun!

Step 7a
Now it’s time to make the straps.

If you are using hair bands, slide them 
over each edge and the fold and pin the edges 

and test the fit. You my have to increase  
turnover depending on the size of your face. 

When you are ready sew the turnover.

Step 7b
If you are using elastic straps, fit the mask 
to your face so that the edges don’t reach 

further than the ears. Pin and sew the 
edges to feed the elastic through - 

 knot the elastic ends so the mask fits  
nice and snugly.



Don’t throw away old toys when you are done 

playing with them, think about donating them 

so they can be reused and enjoyed by other 

children.

Think Green!
Bye!

See you next time

Don't forget to  

           send us some pics.

That was fun!.

A Big Thanks...

Make a small change today Thank you to all the individuals, foundations, 

corporations, and public agencies, whose support 

makes our Creativity Camps possible.  
 

Now get creative and campaigning! We’d love to  

see what you make - please send us photos to  

learning@alexandraplace.com

MASK MAKING with Little Hands Design
From The Streets
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